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Abstract—

 

More than 30 years ago, Berkowitz and LePage (1967)
published the first study demonstrating that the mere presence of a
weapon increases aggressive behavior. These results have been repli-
cated in several contexts by several research teams. The standard
explanation of this weapons effect on aggressive behavior involves
priming; identification of a weapon is believed to automatically
increase the accessibility of aggression-related thoughts. Two experi-
ments using a word pronunciation task tested this hypothesis. Both
experiments consisted of multiple trials in which a prime stimulus
(weapon or nonweapon) was followed by a target word (aggressive or
nonaggressive) that was to be read as quickly as possible. The prime
stimuli were words in Experiment 1 and pictures in Experiment 2. Both
experiments showed that the mere identification of a weapon primes
aggression-related thoughts. A process model linking weapons as

 

primes to aggressive behavior is discussed briefly.

 

In 1967, Berkowitz and LePage demonstrated that the presence of
weapons (a rifle and a revolver) produced more retaliative aggression
against an antagonist than did the presence of badminton rackets.
These results, and several failures to replicate them (e.g., Page &
Scheidt, 1971), led to considerable debate about the validity of the
effect. But now, more than three decades later, it is clear that this
“weapons effect” is real. It has been observed with knives as well as
guns, with weapon pictures as well as real weapons, in field settings as
well as the psychological laboratory. Early concerns that the weapons
effect might be an artifact of participants’ suspicion or experimenter
demand have been met by studies revealing the opposite: The weapons
effect occurs only when participants are not suspicious or under heavy
experimenter demand (Carlson, Marcus-Newhall, & Miller, 1990;
Turner, Simons, Berkowitz, & Frodi, 1977). It is clear that the pres-
ence of a weapon—or even a picture of a weapon—can make people
behave more aggressively. In essence, the gun helps pull the trigger.
How might this occur? 

 

THE WEAPONS-AS-PRIMES HYPOTHESIS 

 

The current explanation for this phenomenon involves the priming
process (e.g., Berkowitz, 1990, 1993; Geen, 1990). “Weapon” concepts
(e.g., gun, sword, club) are linked closely to aggression- and hostility-
related concepts in semantic memory because of their similarity in
meaning and their close association in common experience. For
instance, most experiences with guns come from incidents in which a
gun is used to threaten or harm someone, common experiences from
watching television and movies, and from reading front-page news.
Within some of the poorer regions in some large U.S. cities, people also
receive too many firsthand experiences with guns and violence. 

Figure 1 presents a simplified (and hypothetical) schematic of an
associative memory structure in which the concept of “gun” is
linked to a number of aggression-related concepts. It also shows
(again in simplified form) two types of aggression-related concepts,
several simple concepts and one more complex 

 

script

 

 (Abelson,
1981; Huesmann, in press). One assumption of this approach is that
each concept in memory has an 

 

activation threshold

 

. A concept may
receive activation energy from various sources. When the total acti-
vation exceeds the threshold, the concept is activated and used. A
second assumption is that concepts with similar meanings (e.g., hurt
and harm) and those that frequently are activated simultaneously
(e.g., shoot and gun), develop strong associations. These associa-
tions are illustrated by links between the concepts, with thicker lines
representing stronger associations and shorter distances represent-
ing greater similarity of meaning. A third assumption is that when a
concept is activated, its activation energy spreads to related con-
cepts, as a function of how strongly they are associated. Scripts are
sets of particularly well-rehearsed, highly associated concepts,
often involving causal linkages, goals, and action plans (Abelson,
1981; Schank & Abelson, 1977). Because the items in a script are so
highly associated, they may be thought of as a unitary concept in
semantic memory as well. Figure 1 illustrates one such script,
involving retaliation. 

Once associations with the concept “gun” have been formed, see-
ing a gun may increase the accessibility of the associated aggressive
thoughts (including scripts) by a spreading-activation process (e.g.,
Collins & Loftus, 1975; Neely, 1977). Increased accessibility of hos-
tile or aggressive thoughts may facilitate subsequent aggressive behav-
ior in any of several ways, such as by biasing one’s interpretation of
ongoing social interactions, or increasing the perceived appropriate-
ness of an aggressive solution to a dispute. 

In the Figure 1 example, the sight of a gun activates the “gun” con-
cept. Some activation spreads along associated pathways to other
aggression-related concepts, including some that are in the retaliation
script. If other aspects of the situation activate other parts of the
script—for instance, if the person is struck in the back and experiences
pain—the activation input gained from the mere presence of the gun
may be sufficient to trigger the retaliation script both as an interpreta-
tional guide to perception (e.g., whether a shove was intentional or
accidental) and as a behavioral guide for action. 

 

A MISSING LINK 

 

Considerable research in cognitive and social psychology has con-
firmed the main aspects of these basic priming processes. As noted earlier,
the weapons effect on aggressive behavior is well established. Similarly,
merely memorizing aggressive words increases later aggressive behavior
(Turner & Layton, 1976). Furthermore, decades of research on the effects
of viewing television violence have yielded substantial links to subsequent
aggressive behavior (e.g., Huesmann & Miller, 1994). 
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Numerous independent variables have been linked to increases in
aggressive thoughts as well. For instance, Bushman and Geen (1990)
found that participants who watched a violent movie clip wrote more
aggressive thoughts than did those who watched a nonaggressive clip.
More recently, two different laboratories have demonstrated that watch-
ing a violent movie clip can increase the accessibility of aggression-
related concepts as measured by semantic priming reaction time (RT)
tasks (Anderson, 1997; Bushman, in press). Aggressive scripts have been
identified by Huesmann and colleagues (e.g., Huesmann, in press), and
have been linked to individual differences in aggressive personality (Dill,
Anderson, Anderson, & Deuser, 1997). However, none of these studies
links automatic priming processes with exposure to weapons. (Nor were
these studies designed to do so.) Thus, the priming explanation of the
weapons effect on aggressive behavior remains largely untested. 

What is necessary to test the weapons-as-primes hypothesis? In its
most basic form, this hypothesis states that the mere cognitive identifi-
cation of a weapon increases the accessibility of aggression-related
concepts in semantic memory. Movie clips, television shows, and ver-
bal descriptions of violent behavior all are unsuitable independent
variables for testing this particular hypothesis because they present
more than a weapon identification task as the prime stimulus; specifi-
cally, they also present actual aggressive behavior. The independent
variable needs to be a simple semantic priming task, one in which
weapon and nonweapon concepts are presented in an identification
task that is devoid of behavioral story, script, or action. Only one previ-
ous study comes close to this type of priming manipulation. Anderson,
Anderson, and Deuser (1996) had participants rate 18 weapon or
nature pictures on several rating dimensions roughly 10 min before
aggressive cognitions were assessed. But even this manipulation
involved more than merely identifying weapon or nonweapon primes. 

Figure 1 suggests two possibilities for the dependent variable. One
can try to measure the presumed judgmental biasing effects of higher

level scripts, perhaps by presenting complex interpersonal scenarios
and asking for aggression-related judgments. But biased judgments in
complex interpersonal scenarios can arise from many sources, cloud-
ing interpretation. Alternatively, one can measure the accessibility of
fairly basic concepts by using a standard RT task. Anderson et al.
(1996) did this with a modified Stroop RT task, and found a significant
effect of the weapon versus nonweapon primes on RTs to aggression
and nonaggression words. Though these results are supportive of the
weapons-as-primes hypothesis, skeptics can argue that the rating
aspect of the prime manipulation constituted more than identifying the
stimulus. 

The present experiments contained both features deemed crucial
for testing the weapons-as-primes hypothesis. Both used a standard
facilitation RT paradigm to measure accessibility of aggressive cogni-
tion after mere identification of weapon or nonweapon primes. 

 

OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 

 

In two experiments, research participants viewed a series of
weapon and nonweapon prime stimuli, each immediately followed by
an aggression-related or aggression-unrelated word that they were to
read out loud as quickly as possible. For each prime stimulus–target
word pair, we recorded how long each participant took to begin pro-
nouncing the target word after it appeared on a computer screen. RTs
to this word pronunciation task are affected by the relation between the
concept that has been most recently primed and the target word. RTs
are relatively shorter when the prime stimulus and target word are
from the same semantic category (e.g., Balota & Lorch, 1986; Carr,
McCauley, Sperber, & Parmelee, 1982). If the priming explanation of
the weapons effect is correct, then exposure to a weapon concept
should increase the accessibility of aggression-related thoughts,
thereby reducing the time needed to recognize and begin pronouncing
aggression-related words. 

One key aspect of priming research concerns the 

 

relative

 

 nature of
priming effects. One type of word may elicit faster responses than
another regardless of the prime stimulus, making absolute RT changes
of little interest. For example, showing that gun primes produce
smaller RTs to aggressive words than to nonaggressive words would
be of little value without knowing whether this difference was bigger
or smaller than the corresponding mean RT difference between similar
conditions with nonweapon primes. The priming hypothesis requires
assessment of the effect of both weapon and nonweapon primes on
RTs to both aggressive and nonaggressive words. In short, the test of
this hypothesis requires assessment of all four cells of a 2 (prime:
weapon vs. nonweapon) 

 

×

 

 2 (target word: aggressive vs. nonaggres-
sive) factorial design. The priming hypothesis predicts that the relative
accessibility of aggressive thoughts (average RT to nonaggressive tar-
get words minus average RT to aggressive target words) will be greater
in the weapon-prime than in the nonweapon-prime condition. 

 

EXPERIMENT 1 

Method 

 

Participants 

 

Thirty-five undergraduates at the University of Missouri—Columbia
voluntarily participated in this study. The 19 men and 16 women ranged
in age from 18 to 24 years. Data from 3 participants were discarded

Fig. 1. Simplified associative network with aggression concepts and a
retaliation script. Thicker connecting lines indicate stronger associa-
tions, and shorter distances indicate greater similarity of meaning.
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because a high proportion of their trials had extremely long RTs as a
result of their voices not being loud enough to trigger the voice key on
their first pronunciation attempts. 

 

Materials, design, and apparatus 

 

The design was a 2 (prime stimulus: weapon vs. nonweapon) 

 

×

 

 2
(target word: aggressive vs. nonaggressive) within-subjects facto-
rial. Six weapon words (

 

shotgun, machete, fist, bullet, dagger, gre-
nade

 

) and six animal words (

 

rabbit, bug, dog, bird, butterfly, fish

 

)
were used as prime stimuli. There were 24 aggressive (e.g., 

 

assault,
injure

 

) and 72 nonaggressive (e.g., 

 

bloom, inept

 

) target words. For
each participant, one weapon word and one animal word were
paired with each target word in a randomly determined order. Thus,
there were 192 trials. Table 1 lists the target words used in Experi-
ments 1 and 2. 

Prime and target words were presented on an Apple Macintosh SE
computer equipped with a MacRecorder microphone, which was used
as a voice key. The word pronunciation program was created using
HyperCard software. 

 

Procedure 

 

Each participant first completed a consent form and several
unrelated questionnaires. The experimenter explained the purpose
of the study as a test of reading ability of various types of words.
Additional instructions for the reading task were presented by the
computer. 

Each trial consisted of a prime word (on the screen for 1,250
ms), a blank screen (presented for 500 ms), and the target word. Par-
ticipants were instructed to read each prime word silently, and then
to read the target word aloud as soon as possible after it appeared.
The computer automatically recorded the time between the onset of
the target word and the MacRecorder’s recognition of an audible
response. A 500-ms delay occurred between the vocalization of a
target word and the onset of the next trial. Experimental sessions
lasted about 30 min. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

The weapons-as-primes hypothesis predicted a significant inter-
action of prime stimulus and word type on RTs. Specifically, it pre-
dicted that the accessibility of aggressive words relative to
nonaggressive words would be higher when the prime stimulus was a
weapon word than when it was an animal word. Table 2 presents the
raw means and standard deviations. 

To illustrate this weapons priming effect clearly, we calculated two

 

aggression accessibility 

 

scores for each participant, one for the
weapon-prime condition and one for the animal-prime condition. The
means for these scores are displayed in Table 2. Aggression accessibil-
ity for each prime condition was calculated by subtracting the average
RT to aggressive target words from the average RT to nonaggressive
target words. Thus, higher scores indicate relatively greater accessibil-
ity of aggressive thoughts. 

Table 1. Target words in Experiments 1 and 2

Aggressive words  Nonaggressive words 

assault1,2 abandon1,2 evade1,2 lonely1 resign1,2 
attack1,2 absorb2 exit1,2 magnify1 retreat1,2 
butcher1,2 access2 failure1 maintain1 ridiculed1 
choke1,2 ashamed1 field1 mellow2 scorned1 
destroy1,2 avert1,2 flight1,2 mocked1 stupid1 
explode1 avoid1,2 foolish1 move1 suggest1,2 
harm1,2 behold1,2 forsake1,2 narrate1 survey1 
hurt1 bloom1,2 glide1 observe1,2 transfer2 
injure1,2 button2 hated1 opposed1 vanish1,2 
molest1 chant1 humiliated1 originate1 withdraw1,2 
murder1,2 conceal1 ignored1 pathetic1 worthless1 
punch1,2 consider1 imagine1,2 provide1  
shatter1,2 criticized1 import1 quit1,2  
shoot1 depart1,2 improve2 read2  
slap1 desert1,2 inadequate1 record1  
slaughter1,2 despised1 incompetent1 recruit1  
smother1,2 disappear1 indecisive1 register1  
stab1 discover2 inept1 relate2  
strike1,2 disgraced1 inferior1 relax2  
torment1,2 disguise1 insecure1 release1,2  
torture1,2 distribute1 intelligent1 relocate1  
violate1,2 embarrassed1 joke1 remove1  
wound1,2 escape1,2 leave1,2 rent2  
wreck1,2 evacuate1,2 listen1,2 report1  

Note. The superscripts indicate the experiments in which the words appeared. 
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As predicted by the weapons-as-primes hypothesis, aggression
accessibility scores were higher in the weapon-prime condition (

 

M

 

 =
9 ms) than in the animal-prime condition (

 

M

 

 = –5 ms). A repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that this interac-
tion was statistically significant, 

 

F

 

(1, 31) = 4.72, 

 

p

 

 < .04. In other
words, on animal-prime trials, participants were slightly slower (5
ms) at naming aggressive words than nonaggressive words, but expo-
sure to weapon primes reversed this pattern, enabling participants to
name aggressive words 9 ms faster than nonaggressive words. The
difference between these two means—the weapons priming effect
(and the 2 

 

×

 

 2 interaction)—was +14 ms (

 

d

 

 = .38). 
The ANOVA also revealed that neither the main effect of prime

stimulus, 

 

F

 

(1, 31) = 1.97, 

 

p

 

 > .15, 

 

d

 

 = .15, nor the main effect of word
type, 

 

F

 

(1, 31) = 0.21, 

 

p

 

 > .5, 

 

d

 

 = .05, approached significance. Of
course, as noted earlier, these main effects are totally irrelevant to the
weapons-as-primes hypothesis. 

Experiment 1 provides clear support for the priming interpreta-
tion of the weapons effect. The priming procedures used in Experi-
ment 1 differ considerably from the conditions used in studies of
the weapons effect on aggressive behavior. One major difference is
that we used printed words (e.g., 

 

shotgun

 

) to prime aggressive
thoughts rather than real weapons or pictures of weapons. Thus, one
might ask whether the weapons priming effect found in Experiment
1 would occur if pictures of weapons were used as the prime stim-
uli. Experiment 2 was designed to address this and several other
questions. 

 

EXPERIMENT 2 

 

Experiment 2 replicated the word pronunciation task of Experiment
1 with several major changes. First, the prime stimuli were pictures
rather than words. Second, the neutral (control) primes were plants
rather than animals. The pictures were black-and-white drawings of
weapons (guns, swords, and clubs) and plants (flowers, fruits, and trees).
Third, participants were instructed to identify aloud the category of each
picture prime as it was presented. As in Experiment 1, participants were
instructed to pronounce the target word as soon as it appeared. 

Eighteen aggressive and 36 nonaggressive target words were used.
Each of these 54 target words was paired once with each of the six dif-
ferent types of prime stimuli (e.g., with one gun, one sword, one tree
picture), yielding a total of 324 trials. Because of the length of this
task, the trials were presented in three equal blocks (108 trials each).
Experiment 2 was thus a 2 (prime: weapon vs. nonweapon picture) 

 

×

 

 2
(target word: aggressive vs. nonaggressive) 

 

×

 

 3 (block) repeated mea-
sures design. The dependent measure was average RT on the pronunci-
ation task. 

 

Method

 

Participants 

 

Ninety-three students (32 men and 61 women) enrolled in an intro-
ductory psychology course at the University of Missouri—Columbia
participated in partial fulfillment of course requirements. Data from 1
participant were dropped because of the large number of extremely
long RTs. 

 

Materials and apparatus 
Participants were presented with 324 picture-word pairs. The pic-

tures were 18 black-and-white line drawings, 9 weapons (3 guns, 3
clubs, and 3 swords) and 9 plants (3 fruits, 3 trees, and 3 flowers).
Small reproductions appear in Figure 2. 

Stimuli were presented on an Apple Macintosh SE computer using
SuperLab software. A MacRecorder was used as a voice key to time
the word pronunciation task. The three blocks of trials were separated
by breaks of 20 s. 

Procedure 
After obtaining informed consent, the experimenter explained the

study as one involving accuracy and speed at reading. Participants
were shown a cassette tape recorder that was used to record verbal
responses, and were informed that performance was being recorded so
that the researchers could check for errors. 

Each trial began with a 1,250-ms presentation of the picture prime.
Participants were instructed to identify the picture category by naming

Table 2. Mean reaction time (in milliseconds) to aggressive and 
nonaggressive words as a function of prime stimulus, Experiment 1 

 Target word
Mean

aggression 
accessibility 

score 
Prime
stimulus

Aggressive Nonaggressive

Mean SD Mean SD 

Weapon name 682 88 691 92 +9 
Animal name 694 85 689 101 –5 

Weapons priming effecta  +14

aWeapons priming effect = mean aggression accessibility score for the 
weapon-prime condition minus the corresponding mean for the animal-prime 
(nonweapon-prime) condition. The test of whether this mean is significantly 
different from zero is identical to the test of the Prime Stimulus × Word Type 
interaction. 
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it (gun, club, sword, fruit, tree, flower) out loud as quickly as possible.
Next, a blank screen appeared for 500 ms, followed by the appearance
of the target word. The target word remained on the screen until the
participant pronounced the word in a sufficiently loud voice to trigger
the voice key. A 500-ms delay followed, and then the next trial began.
Sessions lasted from 45 to 60 min. 

Results and Discussion 

The weapons effect on aggressive cognitions was again assessed
by computing two aggression accessibility scores for each partici-
pant, one for each prime condition. As predicted by the weapons-as-
primes hypothesis, the repeated measures ANOVA revealed that
aggressive cognitions were relatively more accessible after expo-
sure to pictures of weapons (M = 11 ms) than after exposure to pic-
tures of nonweapons (M = 5 ms), interaction F(1, 91) = 7.90,
p < .01. As shown in Table 3, participants were 5 ms faster at nam-
ing aggressive words than nonaggressive words after exposure to
plant pictures, but were 11 ms faster at naming the aggressive words
after exposure to the weapon pictures. Thus, the overall weapons
effect was 6 ms (d = .29). 

There was a nonsignificant main effect of prime stimulus, F(1, 91)
= 2.56, p > .10, d = .17, but a significant main effect of word type, F(1,

91) = 17.08, p < .01, d = .43. Participants were faster at naming the
aggressive words (M = 577 ms) than the nonaggressive words (M = 585
ms). Note again that these main effects are irrelevant to the weapons-
as-primes hypothesis. 

We ran additional analyses to see whether the size of the weap-
ons effect was systematically related to trial block (first block vs.
second block vs. third block). We were particularly concerned
about possible effects of fatigue that might reduce the weapons
effect on later trials. Although the mean weapons effect did
decrease across blocks (10, 6, and 1 ms), this block effect (actually,
block-by-prime-by-target interaction) was not statistically reliable,
F(2, 182) = 1.08, p > .30. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

These two experiments demonstrate that simply identifying
weapons increases the accessibility of aggressive thoughts. The
absolute size of the weapons priming effect was somewhat larger in
the word-prime (Experiment 1) than in the picture-prime (Experi-
ment 2) version, but this difference was not significant (p > .25). Fur-
thermore, the two experiments differed in several other respects. The
target words, type of neutral primes (animals vs. plants), and number
of trials differed. An experiment specifically designed to test whether

Fig. 2. Prime stimuli, Experiment 2.
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picture and word primes produce different-sized weapons effects
might be interesting, but is not particularly relevant to our main theo-
retical thrust—that thinking about weapons increases accessibility of
aggressive concepts in general. 

The methodological differences between our experiments broaden
the generality of our findings. We have demonstrated that the weapons
priming effect can be obtained with word or picture primes, with silent
reading or out-loud naming of primes, and with animal or plant control
primes. Our results are not restricted to a particular set of procedures
and stimuli. 

Does the gun pull the trigger? Extant research suggests that it does.
Our research demonstrates one way that exposure to weapons might
increase aggressive behavior—by increasing the accessibility of
aggressive thoughts. But how do primed aggressive thoughts increase
actual aggressive behavior? 

We recently developed a general affective aggression model
(GAAM) designed to incorporate major findings concerning
affective aggression from a variety of sources (Anderson, Ander-
son, & Deuser, 1996; Anderson, Deuser, & DeNeve, 1995). This
model is based primarily on Berkowitz’s (1990, 1993) cognitive
neoassociation model, Geen’s (1990) affective aggression model,
and Zillmann’s (1983) excitation transfer model. Our theoretical
framework describes the processes through which a number of
basic input variables may be transformed through a series of pro-
cesses leading ultimately to aggressive behavior. Figure 3 displays
a simplified version of GAAM specifically tailored to illustrate
the weapons effect. 

Initially, the weapons effect increases the accessibility of
aggression-related cognitions. These cognitions range in complex-
ity from simple words (as in the present experiments) to more com-
plex knowledge structures such as schemas and scripts (Huesmann,
in press). Once this initial priming has taken place, a host of cogni-
tive and affective processes may operate to increase aggressive
behavior, but the present experiments do not specifically address
these subsequent stages outlined by GAAM and other related mod-
els. For instance, aggressive cognitions may be directly linked to
anger and increased arousal as well as to various appraisal pro-
cesses. GAAM (and related models) predicts that weapon primes

eventually increase the likelihood of the person behaving aggres-
sively, at which point, dynamic social processes begin to operate.
The target of such aggression is likely to respond in kind, producing
an escalatory spiral of increasingly hostile cognitions, affect, and
behavior. 

Although our studies provide an important link in the theoretical
chain tying weapons exposure to aggressive behavior, additional
work is necessary. A logical place to begin might be to examine the
effects of weapon (vs. nonweapon) prime stimuli on hostile social
interpretations and expectations (e.g., Dill et al., 1997). In the mean-
time, it is important to recognize that the mere presence of weapons
can increase aggressive behavior by automatically priming aggres-
sive thoughts.

Table 3. Mean reaction time (in milliseconds) to aggressive and 
nonaggressive words as a function of prime stimulus, Experiment 2 

 Target word 
Mean

aggression 
accessibility 

score 
Prime
stimulus

Aggressive Nonaggressive

Mean SD Mean SD 

Weapon picture 577 70 588 78 +11 
Plant picture 577 76 582 79 +5 

Weapons priming effecta +6 

aWeapons priming effect = mean aggression accessibility score for the weapon-prime 
condition minus the corresponding mean for the plant-prime (nonweapon-prime) con-
dition. The test of whether this mean is significantly different from zero is identical to 
the test of the Prime Stimulus × Word Type interaction. 

Fig. 3. The weapons effect according to the general affective aggres-
sion model. Solid lines indicate links between different stages of the
model. Dashed lines indicate links within the same stage.
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